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Abstract—Cloud computing has revolutionized the way com-
puting and software services are delivered to the clients on
demand. It offers users the ability to connect to computing
resources and access IT managed services with a previously
unknown level of ease. Due to this greater level of flexibility,
the cloud has become the breeding ground of a new generation
of products and services. However, the flexibility of cloud-based
services comes with the risk of the security and privacy of users’
data. Thus, security concerns among users of the cloud have
become a major barrier to the widespread growth of cloud
computing. One of the security concerns of cloud is data mining
based privacy attacks that involve analyzing data over a long
period to extract valuable information. In particular, in current
cloud architecture a client entrusts a single cloud provider with
his data. It gives the provider and outside attackers having
unauthorized access to cloud, an opportunity of analyzing client
data over a long period to extract sensitive information that
causes privacy violation of clients. This is a big concern for many
clients of cloud. In this paper, we first identify the data mining
based privacy risks on cloud data and propose a distributed
architecture to eliminate the risks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing facilitates end-users or small companies
to use computational resources such as software, storage, and
processing capacities belonging to other companies (cloud
service providers). Cloud services include Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software
as a Service (SaaS) [2]. Big corporates like Amazon, Google
and Microsoft are providing cloud services in various forms.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides cloud services that
include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Simple Queue
Service (SQS) and Simple Storage Service (S3) [9]. Google
provides Platform as a Service (PaaS) known as Google
App Engine (GAE) and facilitates hosting web applications
[6]. Microsoft also provides cloud services in the form of
Windows Azure, SQL Azure, Windows Intune etc. By using
these services, users can exploit the benefit of mass storage
and processing capacity at a low cost. Developers can use
these services to avoid the mass overhead cost of buying
resources, e.g., processors and storage devices [6].

Although cloud computing is a powerful means of achieving
high storage and computing services at a low cost, it has not
lived up to its reputation. Many potential users and companies
yet lack interest in cloud based services [11]. One of the main

reasons behind this lack of interest involves security issues.
Cloud has several security issues involving assurance and
confidentiality of data [6]. A user entrusting a cloud provider
may lose access to his data temporarily or permanently due
to an unlikely event such as a malware attack or network
outage. On April 21, 2011, EC2’s northern Virginia data
center was affected by an outage and brought several websites
down [29][3]. Problems caused by this outage lasted till April
25, 2011 [29]. Such an unlikely event can do significant
harm to the users. Confidentiality of user data in the cloud
is another big concern. Cloud has been giving providers an
opportunity to analyze user data for a long time. In addition,
outside attackers who manage to get access to the cloud
can also analyze data and violate user privacy. Cloud is not
only a source of massive static data, but also a provider of
high processing capacity at low cost. This makes cloud more
vulnerable as attackers can use the raw processing power of
cloud to analyze data [11].

Various data analysis techniques are available now-a-
days that successfully extract valuable information from a
large volume of data. These analysis techniques are being
used by cloud service providers. For example, Google uses
data analysis techniques to analyze user behaviors and
recommend search results [11]. Attackers can use these
techniques to extract valuable information from the cloud.
The recent trends of data analysis involve mining which is
closely associated with statistical analysis of data [22]. Data
mining can be a potential threat to cloud security considering
the fact that entire data belonging to a particular user is
stored in a single cloud provider. The single storage provider
approach gives the provider opportunity to use powerful
mining algorithms that can extract private information of the
user. As mining algorithms require a reasonable amount of
data, the single provider architecture suits the purpose of the
attackers. This approach (single cloud storage provider) also
eases the job of attackers who have unauthorized access to
the cloud and use data mining to extract information. Thus
the privacy of data in the cloud has become a major concern
in recent years.

In this paper, we present an approach to prevent data
mining based attacks on the cloud. Our system involves



distributing user data among multiple cloud providers to
make data mining a difficult job to the attackers. The
key idea of our approach is to categorize user data, split
data into chunks and provide these chunks to the proper
cloud providers. In a nutshell our approach consists of
categorization, fragmentation and distribution of data. The
categorization of data is done according to mining sensitivity.
Mining sensitivity in this context refers to the significance
of information that can be leaked by mining. Categorization
allows to identify sensitive data and to to take proper
initiatives to maintain privacy of such data. Fragmentation
and distribution of data among providers reduce the amount
of data to a particular provider and thus minimize the risk
associated with information leakage by any provider. This
distribution is done according to the sensitivity of data and
the reliability of cloud providers. The reliability of a cloud
provider is defined in terms of its reputation. A cloud provider
is given a particular data chunk only if the provider is reliable
enough to store chunks of such sensitivity. Distribution
restricts an attacker from having access to a sufficient number
of chunks of data and thus prevents successful extraction of
valuable information via mining. Even if an attacker manages
to access required chunks, mining data from distributed
sources remains a challenging job [28]. The main challenge
in this case is to correlate the data seen at the various probes
[30]. In addition to prevent data mining, the proposed system
ensures greater availability of data and optimizes cost.

In the remainder of the paper, we have identified data
mining based security risks on cloud and demonstrated our
distributed cloud architecture to eliminate the risks. We
have discussed how applications will work under the given
architecture. We have also discussed about the methods
required to implement the system and the feasibility of the
system.

II. DATA MINING ON CLOUD

Data mining is one of the fastest growing fields in computer
industry [14] that deals with discovering patterns from large
data sets [22]. It is a part of knowledge discovery process
and is used to extract human understandable information [8].
Mining is preferably used for a large amount of data [25][26]
and related algorithms often require large data sets to create
quality models [1].

The relationship between data mining and cloud is worth to
discuss. Cloud providers use data mining to provide clients a
better service [27]. If clients are unaware of the information
being collected, ethical issues like privacy and individuality
are violated [26][12]. This can be a serious data privacy
issue if the cloud providers misuse the information. Again
attackers outside cloud providers having unauthorized access
to the cloud, also have the opportunity to mine cloud data.
In both cases, attackers can use cheap and raw computing
power provided by cloud computing [11][17] to mine data
and thus acquire useful information from data. According

to the survey done by Rexer Analytics, 7% data miners use
cloud to analyze data [16]. As cloud is a massive source of
centralized data, data mining gives attackers a great advantage
in extracting valuable information and thus violating clients’
data privacy.

A. The Importance of Client Privacy

Client privacy is a tentative issue as all clients do not have
the same demands regarding privacy. Some are satisfied with
the current policy while others are quite concerned about their
privacy. The proposed system is designed preferably for the
clients belonging to the second category for whom privacy
is a great concern. These clients may not afford the luxury
of maintaining private storage while they are interested in
spending a little more money on maintaining their privacy on
the cloud. If the client itself is a company providing services to
others, the violation of privacy of the client affects the privacy
of its customers. Specially companies dealing with financial,
educational, health or legal issues of people are prominent
targets and leaking information of such companies can do
significant harm to their customers. Information in this context
refers to the financial condition of a customer, the likelihood
of an individual getting a terminal illness, the likelihood of an
individual being involved in a crime etc. Sometimes leaking
information regarding a particular company leads to a national
catastrophe. The events of TIA (Total Information Awareness)
gathering financial, educational, health and other information
about people in 2002 [23] and NSA obtaining customer
records from phone companies and analyzing them to identify
potential terrorists in May 2006 [23] can be considered as
examples.

B. Data Mining: A Potential Threat to Privacy

The successful extraction of useful information via data
mining depends on two main factors: proper amount of data
and suitable mining algorithms. Various mining algorithms are
used for numerous purposes. Some mining algorithms are good
enough to extract information up to the limit that violates
client privacy. For example, multivariate analysis identifies
the relationship among variables and this technique can be
used to determine the financial conditon of an individual
from his buy-sell records, clustering algorithms can be used
to categorize people or entities and are suitable for finding
behavioral patterns [18], association rule mining can be used
to discover association relationships among large number of
business transaction records [18] etc. Analysis of GPS data
is common nowadays and the results of such analysis can be
used to create a comprehensive profile of a person covering his
financial, health and social status [15]. Thus analysis of data
can reveal private information about a user and leaking these
sort of information may do significant harm. As more research
works are being done on mining, improved algorithms and
tools are being developed [14]. Thus, data mining is becoming
more powerful and possessing more threat to cloud users. In
upcoming days, data mining based privacy attack can be a
more regular weapon to be used against cloud users.



III. ELIMINATING CLOUD-MINES

In this section, we first discuss the data mining based
privacy threats to the single provider cloud architecture. Then
give an overview of the state-of-the-art distributed approach
to prevent data mining based privacy attacks on the cloud.

A. Existing System Threats

The current cloud storage system is a vulnerable one be-
cause data remain under a single cloud provider. This can
lead to data loss in case of events like network outage, the
cloud provider going out of business, malware attack etc. The
current system also gives a great advantage to the attackers as
they have fixed targets in the forms of cloud providers. If an
attacker chooses to attack a specific client, then he can aim at
a fixed cloud provider, try to have access to the client’s data
and analyze it. This eases the job of the attackers. As long
as the entire data belonging to a client remain under a single
cloud provider, both inside and outside attackers get the benefit
of using data mining to a great extent. Inside attackers in this
context refers to malicious employees at a cloud provider. Data
mining models often require large number of observations and
single provider architecture is a great advantage suiting the
case as all the samples remain under the provider. Thus single
provider architecture is the biggest security threat concerning
data mining on cloud.

B. A Distributed Approach to the Cloud

To eliminate the disadvantage of storing all data of a
client to the same provider, data can be split into chunks
and distributed among multiple cloud providers. The
advantage of this distributed system can be visualized when
an attacker chooses a specific client but the distribution
of data obliges him to target multiple cloud providers,
making his job increasingly difficult. Mining based attacks
on cloud involves attackers of two categories: malicious
employees inside provider and outside attackers. Distribution
of data chunks among multiple providers restricts a cloud
provider from accessing all chunks of a client. Even if
the cloud provider performs mining on chunks provided to
the provider, the extracted knowledge remains incomplete.
Again, mining data from distributed sources is challenging
[28]. Specially correlating data from various sources is
cumbersome [30] and often leads to unsuccessful mining.
So outside attackers managing access to various providers
can’t use mining effectively. Aggarwal et al. [5] described
partitioning of data across multiple databases in such a
fashion to ensure that the exposure of the contents of any
one database does not result in a violation of privacy. The
distributed architecture for cloud redefines the partitioning of
data in terms of preserving privacy from mining based attacks.

The distributed approach can take the form of Redundant
Array of Independent Disks (RAID) technique used for
traditional databases. RACS [4] uses the RAID concept to
reduce the cost of maintaining the data on the cloud. It
considers each cloud provider as a separate disk. RACS

exploits the benefit of RAID on the cloud. One can choose
a different RAID level for each client depending on the
client’s demand. For example, RAID level 6 can be used
to ensure high assurance of data. It guarantees successful
retrieval of data in case of a cloud provider being blocked
by any unlikely event or going out of business. In summary,
the distributed approach exploits two major benefits. First, it
improves privacy by making the attacker’s job complicated
by increasing the number of targets and decreasing amount
of data available at each target. Second, it ensures the greater
availability of data.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section we discuss our proposed system architecture
that prevents data mining based privacy attacks on the cloud.
Our system consists of two major components: Cloud Data
Distributor and Cloud Providers. The Cloud Data Distributor
receives data in the form of files from clients, splits each
file into chunks and distributes these chunks among cloud
providers. Cloud Providers store chunks and responds to chunk
requests by providing the chunks.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

A. Cloud Data Distributor

Cloud Data Distributor is the entity that receives data (files)
from clients, performs fragmentation of data (splits files into
chunks) and distributes these fragments (chunks) among Cloud
Providers. It also participates in data retrieving procedure by
receiving chunk requests from clients and forwarding them to
Cloud Providers. Clients do not interact with Cloud Providers
directly rather via Cloud Data Distributor. This entity deals
with Cloud Providers as an agent of clients.

To upload data, clients deliver files to the Cloud Data
Distributor. Each file is given a privacy level chosen by the
client indicating its mining sensitivity. Here mining sensitivity
of a file refers to the significance of information that can
be leaked through mining the data in the file. The proposed
system suggests 4 sensitivity levels of privacy: PL 0, 1, 2,
3. These 4 levels indicate public data (data accessible to
everyone including the adversary), low sensitive data (data
that do not reveal any private or protected information but can
be used to find patterns), moderately sensitive data (protected
data that can be used to extract non-trivial financial, legal,



health information of a company or an individual), highly
sensitive data or private data (data that can be used to extract
personal information of an individual or private information of
a company, revealing which can prove disastrous) respectively.
The higher the privacy level of a file, the more sensitive
the data inside the file. After receiving files from clients,
the Cloud Data Distributor partitions each file into chunks
with each chunk having the same privacy level of the parent
file. The total number of chunks for each file is notified to
the client so that any chunk can be asked by the client by
mentioning the filename and serial no. Serial no. corresponds
to the position of the chunk within the file.

Inside the Cloud Data Distributor each chunk is given
a unique virtual id and this id is used to identify the chunk
within the Cloud Data Distributor and Cloud Providers.
This virtualization conceals the identity of a client from
the provider. After assigning id, the Cloud Data Distributor
distributes chunks among Cloud Providers. A provider storing
a particular chunk with a virtual id has no idea about the
real owner (client) of the chunk. Cloud Data Distributor
maintains privacy level (4 level privacy similar to files)
for each provider. Privacy level of a provider indicates its
reliability. The higher the privacy level, the more trustworthy
the provider. A chunk is given to a provider having equal
or higher privacy level compared to the privacy level of
the chunk. While distributing chunks, the distributor applies
Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) strategy [4].
This ensures availability and integrity of data in case of
outages. The default choice is RAID level 5. In case of higher
assurance, RAID level 6 is used. The cloud data distributor
also maintains a cost level (4 cost levels and the higher
the cost level, the more costly the provider) for each cloud
provider indicating its storage cost (cost of data stored per
GB-Month) and in case of equal privacy level, the one with
a lower cost level is given preference.

To ensure greater dimension of privacy, the Cloud Data
Distributor may add misleading data into chunks depending
on the demand of clients. The positions of misleading
data bytes are also maintained by the distributor and these
misleading bytes are removed while providing the chunks to
the clients.

To perform distribution and retrieval of data (chunks),
the Cloud Data Distributor needs to maintain information
regarding providers, clients and chunks. Hence, it maintains
three types of tables describing the providers, the clients and
the chunks. Each of these tables are described below:

1) Cloud Provider Table: Each entry of this table contains
information regarding a particular cloud provider. These infor-
mations include the cloud provider’s name, its privacy level
PL, its cost level CL, count of chunks given to this provider
and the list of ids corresponding to the chunks given to this
provider.

TABLE I
CLOUD PROVIDER TABLE

Cloud Provider PL CL Count Virtual id list
CP1 3 3 57538 {41367, ...}
CP2 3 2 92654 {57643, ...}
CP3 3 2 96456 {88653, ...}
CP4 3 3 52387 {78540, ...}

2) Client Table: The entries of this table contain infor-
mation regarding clients. These information include client’s
name, set of pairs combining a password and a privacy level
associated with this password, total number of chunks of this
client (Count), a set of quadruples consisting of filename,
serial no., privacy level and Chunk Table index for each chunk
belonging to this client. The pair 〈password, PL〉 is used
for access control which associates a group of users with a
〈password, PL〉 pair at client side.

TABLE II
CLIENT TABLE

Client (pass, PL) Count (filename, sl, PL, idx)
CL1 (98pX, 3) 29586 (cf11, 0, 3, 0)

(m98r, 0) (cf11, 1, 3, 1)
....

CL2 (cv67, 3) 34567 (cf21, 0, 3, 2)
(H7y5, 1) (cf21, 1, 3, 3)

....

3) Chunk Table: The entries of this table contain infor-
mation regarding data chunks. These information include the
virtual id, privacy level (PL), Cloud Provider Table index of the
current cloud provider storing the chunk (CP), Cloud Provider
Table index of the snapshot provider (SP) (if any), set of
positions of misleading data bytes (M) (if any) for all chunks.
Snapshot of a chunk refers to the state of the chunk before
the chunk is modified. That is, snapshot provider stores the
pre-state and cloud provider stores the post-state of a chunk
after each modification.

TABLE III
CHUNK TABLE

virtual id PL CP index SP index M
41367 3 0 NA {12, ...}
57643 3 2 NA {19, ...}
88653 3 1 NA {27, ...}
78540 3 3 NA {21, ...}

B. Cloud Providers

The second entity refers to the cloud storage providers.
The main tasks of Cloud Providers are: storing chunks of
data, responding to a query by providing the desired data,
and removing chunks when asked. All these are done using
virtual id which is known as key for Amazons simple storage
service (S3) [9]. Providers receive chunks from the distributor
and store them. Each provider is considered as a separate
disk storing clients’ data. The cloud provider responds to
the query of the distributor by providing data. Providers



also receive remove requests from the distributor and acts
accordingly by removing the corresponding chunk.

Number of cloud service providers is rapidly increasing
and some are providing better services than the other. Some
cloud providers have a reputation of being very trustworthy
while some offer very cheap services. It is wise to make a
trade off between security and cost by providing regular data
to cheaper providers while sensitive data to secured providers.

C. Architectural Issues

The first thing to consider in system architecture is that a
single data distributor can create a bottleneck in the system
as it can be the single point of failure. To eliminate this,
multiple distributors of cloud data can be introduced. In
case of multiple data distributors, for each client, a specific
distributor will act as the primary distributor that will
upload data, whereas other distributors will act as secondary
distributors who can perform the data retrieval operations.
Figure 2 shows the extended system architecture with multiple
distributors of data.

The next architectural issue is the reliability of the Cloud
Data Distributor implemented at a third party server. To
solve this, the Cloud Data Distributor can be implemented
at client side by using CAN [24] or CHORD [19] like hash
tables that will map each 〈filename,chunk Sl〉 pair to a Cloud
Provider. A downloadable list of Cloud Providers can be used
to generate the Cloud Provider Table. Client will also have
to maintain a Chunk Table for his chunks. This approach has
some limitations. Client will require some memory where the
tables will reside. The next issue to consider is the number
of privacy levels. Our proposed system suggests but is not

limited to 4 privacy levels. Number of privacy levels can be
increased or decreased based on requirements.

V. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

The application architecture of the proposed system is
motivated by the google file system. The Google File System
is a scalable distributed file system for large distributed
data-intensive applications [13].

When a client runs an application using files, the application
can request for individual chunk by providing (client name,
password, filename, sl no.) or for all chunks of a file by
providing (client name, password, filename). In both the cases
the password will have to be privileged enough to ask for the
particular chunk(s).

If the privilege level of the password is greater than or
equal to the privilege level of the chunk(s), the Cloud Data
Distributor uses the chunk index field in the client table to
identify the corresponding chunk(s) in the chunk table. The
chunk table provides the virtual id of the corresponding
chunk(s). It also provides the cloud provider index which
identifies the corresponding provider entry/entries in the cloud
provider table. The entry/entries of the cloud provider table
provide(s) information regarding the provider(s) storing the
chunk(s). After identifying the cloud provider(s), the Cloud
Data Distributor uses the virtual id(s) as the key to obtain the
required chunk(s) from the corresponding provider(s). Then
the chunk(s) is(are) passed to the application. Consider a
scenario from Figure 3 where a chunk request to Cloud Data
Distributor is made using the quadruple (Bob, x9pr, file1, 0).
Bob is listed as a client on Client Table and the password
x9pr is listed under Bob. The privacy level of the password
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x9pr is 1 and the privacy level of chunk 0 of file1 is also 1.
As the privacy level of the password and the chunk is equal,
the password is privileged enough to ask for the chunk. Now,
the chunk index of chunk 0 of file1 is listed as 0 at Client
Table. So the Cloud Data Distributor checks the 0th entry
of Chunk Table which reveals the virtual id of the chunk,
10986. It also provides the current provider index 6 which
in turn reveals the identity of the cloud provider from the
Provider Table. The sixth entry of Cloud Provider Table is
Earth. So, a chunk request to cloud provider Earth is made
using 10986 as key. Upon receiving the chunk from Earth,
the Cloud Data Distributor provides the chunk to the seeker.
Consider another scenario where a request is made using
quadruple (Bob, aB1c, file1, 0). The password aB1c is listed
under Bob and its privacy level is 0. As the privacy level

of the requested chunk is 1, the password is not privileged
enough to access the chunk. Hence its request is denied.

Santos et al. [21] proposed a trusted cloud computing
platform (TCCP) for ensuring the confidentiality and integrity
of computations that are outsourced to IaaS services. The
combination of our proposed system and the TCCP ensures
the privacy of cloud data in case of outsourced storage and
processing.

VI. SYSTEM DESIGN

To implement our proposed system, we need to implement
the following functionalities.

• Distribute Data
• Retrieve Data

Application

(clientName,password,filename,chunkSl)

Client (Password, PL) Count (Filename, Chunk Sl, PL, Chunk index) Misleading
     Byte
 Positions
{12,32, ... }
{19,42, ... }
{28,37, ... }
{17,52, ... }
{45,67, ... }
{89,96, ... }
{22,34, ... }

Virtual PL Snapshot    
id  Provider 

 index  
10986 1 6 NA         
13239 1 5 NA 

 32977 1 4 NA 
 23434 2 4 NA  
18334 2 3 NA 

 23345 3 2 3 
 16948 3 0 1

Cloud Data Distributor

Bob (aB1c, 0) 29586 (file1, 0, 1, 0)
 (X9pr, 1) (file1, 1, 1, 1)
 (6S4r, 2) (file1, 2, 1, 2)
 (Ty7e, 3) (file2, 0, 2, 3)
 (file2, 1, 2, 4)

 Roy (eV2t, 3) 3887 (file3, 0, 3, 5)
 (file3, 1, 3, 6)
 

... 

... 

Cloud Provider PL CL Count        Virtual id   list
 Adobe 3 3 92538 { 16948, ... }
 AWS 3 3 107023 { S16948, ...}
 Google 3 3 98783 { 23345, ... }
 Microsoft 3 3 96348 { S23345, ...}
 Sky 2 1 22378 { 23434, 

32977, ... }
 Sea 1 1 10234 { 13239, ... }
 Earth 1 1 11937 { 10986, ... }

AWS

Google

Adobe

get(Virtual id as key)

    Current  
   Provider  
     Index

Cloud Providers

Fig. 3. Application Architecture



• Remove Data
Next, we consider a set of abstract functions that can

implement the above procedures successfully.

The distribution of data among multiple Cloud Providers can
be implemented using two functions and these functions are
implemented inside the Cloud Data Distributor.

• chunks[ ] split(file): receives a file from a client and
splits the file into chunks. The chunk size is fixed for a
particular privilege level. The higher the privilege level,
the lower the chunk size. A unique virtual id is attached
to each chunk. This id conceals the actual client identity
from Cloud Providers, thus maintaining the client identity
private to the Cloud Data Distributor.

• void distribute(chunks[ ]): accepts chunks of data from
the split method described above and distributes these
chunks among Cloud Providers in a random way. Same
chunk can be provided to multiple Cloud Providers de-
pending on the clients’ requirement. Here requirement
indicates the degree of assurance the client demands.

The data retrieving process can be implemented using the
following functions inside the Cloud Data Distributor.

• chunk get chunk(client name, password, filename, sl no.):
accepts a chunk request from a client, fetches chunk from
the corresponding Cloud Provider and provides it to the
client.

• chunks[] get file(client name, password, filename): ac-
cepts a file request from a client, fetches chunks associ-
ated with the file from the corresponding Cloud Providers
and provides them to the client.

• chunk get(virtual id as key): asks Cloud Provider for a
particular chunk. This method is used by the get chunk()
and get file() methods described above .

The removal of data can be done by implementing the
following functions.

• remove chunk(client name, password, filename, sl no.):
accepts a chunk removal request from a client, forwards
the request to the corresponding provider.

• remove file(client name, password, filename): accepts a
file removal request from a client, forwards the request
to the corresponding providers.

• remove(virtual id as key): asks Cloud Provider to remove
a particular chunk. This method is used by the re-
move chunk() and remove file() methods described above
.

The methods described above can be implemented using
put(), get() and delete() method associated with SOAP or
REST-based interface for S3 [9].

VII. FEASIBILITY

This section focuses on the effectiveness of the proposed
system in preventing data mining. Certain factors such as
distribution of chunks, maintaining privacy levels, reducing
chunk size, addition of misleading data contribute to this
regard. This section also highlights the comparison between

encryption and fragmentation as a medium of preserving
privacy.

A. Distribution of Chunks

Let us consider an example scenario where a company
named Hercules has entrusted a cloud service provider named
Titans with its data which includes its history of tender
bidding.

TABLE IV
HERCULES BIDDING HISTORY

Year Company Materials Production Maintenance Bid
2001 Greece $1300 $600 $3200 $18111
2002 Rome $1400 $600 $3300 $18627
2002 Greece $1900 $800 $3200 $19337
2004 Rome $1700 $900 $3500 $20078
2005 Greece $1700 $700 $3100 $18383
2006 Rome $1800 $800 $3300 $19600
2009 Greece $1500 $1000 $3600 $20320
2010 Rome $1700 $900 $3700 $20667
2010 Greece $1800 $700 $3500 $19937
2011 Rome $2100 $800 $3700 $21135
2011 Greece $1900 $1100 $3600 $20945
2011 Rome $2000 $1000 $3700 $21199

Now, a malicious employee of Titans whose name is Hera
has performed some multivariate analysis (linear multiple
regression using MATLAB [10]) on the data and has found
that the bidding price has been near (1.4 ∗Materials+1.5 ∗
Production+ 3.1 ∗Maintenance) + 5436 $ irrespective of
the company. If Hera reveals this information to Hydra (a
rival of Hercules), Hercules may lose the next bidding.

Now, if Hercules distributes his data equally among 3
providers Titans, Spartans and Yagamis, Hera gets the
first four rows of the above table. Multivariate analysis
(linear multiple regression using MATLAB [10]) leads
to the equation (1.8 ∗ Materials + 0.8 ∗ Production +
3.4 ∗ Maintenance) + 4489 $. Analyzing second set of
data combining next four rows leads to the equation (3.0 ∗
Materials+4.7∗Production+2.2∗Maintenance)+3089 $.
Finally, analyzing 3rd set of data combining last four rows
leads to the equation (2.4 ∗Materials+1.5 ∗Production+
1.7 ∗ Maintenance) + 8753 $. All of these equations are
misleading. It is hard to predict the bidding price for next
year and thus impossible to beat the Greek superhero. So the
example shows a case when distribution of data can prevent
data mining.

Distribution of data affects almost all mining algorithms.
Regression analysis involving many variables requires many
sample cases. Fragmentation of data reduces the number of
samples available and thus affect the result. The effect of
fragmentation is also evident in case of clustering algorithms
as entities may move from their original cluster to other
clusters. Prediction algorithms may reveal misleading results
as they lack numbers of observations.



B. Maintaining Privacy Level

The proposed system identifies sensitivity of data and main-
tains 4 privacy levels based on sensitivity. Categorizing data
helps to take better initiatives for sensitive data. The proposed
system maintains certain properties such as providing data
with higher sensitivity to more secured providers, splitting
such data into smaller chunks to reduce the risk associated
with mining and ensure greater dimension of privacy. Data
with privacy level zero are public data. Such data can be split
into larger chunks compared to sensitive data. Thus the system
minimizes the overhead associated with splitting.

C. Reducing Chunk Size

Mining is strongly associated with large data sets and
algorithms often require a large amount of data [26][25]. So
splitting data into smaller chunks restricts mining to a great
extent. Smaller chunks contain insufficient data. So analyzing
such chunks leads to mining failure. The proposed system
splits sensitive data into smaller chunks compared to regular
data. Thus, it minimizes the privacy risk associated with
sensitive data.

D. Addition of Misleading Data

The proposed system provides scope of adding misleading
data. Addition of misleading data affects mining results
depending on their positions within data. Such data often
lead to mining failure.

Misleading data enhances security, but it has some overhead
associated with retrieving data. So this approach of enhancing
security should be used only when data is not accessed
frequently.

E. Encryption vs Fragmenation

Aggarwal et al. [5] described the comparison between
encryption and splitting as the medium of maintaining privacy.

Existing proposals of secure database system relies mostly
on encryption methods. Data is being encrypted in the
trusted client side before it is being stored in the cloud. But
encryption has a large disadvantage in the form of overhead
associated with query processing [5]. The client has to
fetch the whole database, then decrypt it and run queries.
Another approach can be running queries on the encrypted
data and to post-process the results on the client side. But
this approach requires the encryption function to be weak.
Weak encryption functions that allows efficient queries leaks
too much information which is detrimental to privacy and
stronger functions are practically much expensive [5].

The concept of quantam computing is also a threat to
the encryption based system. Quantam computers have been
shown to have exponential speedups and it implies that a
quantam computer could break RSA, Diffie-Hellman and
elliptic curve cryptography [7]. So encryption based security
has its limitations.

On the other hand, splitting or fragmentation of data
also ensures privacy but at much lower cost compared to
encryption. It does not have a large overhead associated with
query processing like encryption. The fragmentation approach
involves splitting a file into chunks and distributing the
chunks among various cloud providers. As chunks are pieces
of information, no one can access the information as a whole.
This approach exploits the benefit of parallel query processing
as various fragments can be accessed simultaneously. Some
optimized methods of fragmentation can be used like storing
the chunks in the locations where they are frequently used
(for multi national companies).

Concerned clients can also use encryption along with
fragmentation. But encryption is not an alternative to
fragmentation, rather it is a complement. Clients can also
use partial encryption along with fragmentation, that involves
partitioning data and encrypting a portion of it.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of our proposed system
using Java modules. In our prototype, we have implemented
Cloud Data Distributor and Cloud Providers. We have
tested the consistency of the system and have monitored its
performance (Distribution time).

We have also applied various mining algorithms on various
sizes of data. To determine the effect of fragmentation on
mining, we have applied binary clustering algorithm on GPS
data before and after fragmentation.

A. Experiment Setup

We have used PCs having 2.93 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor with 1.87 GB usable memory, running Windows
XP service pack 2 edition, as Cloud Providers. Again we
have used PCs having 3.09 GHz Intel Xenon processor with
a memory of 4 GB, running Windows Server Edition, as
Cloud Data Distributor.

The binary clustering of GPS data is done using MATLAB.
The GPS data is collected from 30 people living in Dhaka
city and using an Android application that provides location
based service.

B. Performance Analysis

The dendrogram plot of the hierarchical binary cluster tree
of 30 users based on GPS is shown at Figure 4, Figure 5
and Figure 6. Figure 4 corresponds to the clustering of users
using more than 3000 observations and Figure 5 and Figure 6
corresponds to clustering using 500 observations. The results
obtained using these two approaches (Clustering of entire data,
clustering of fragmented data) are different and it is evident
from the figures. Many entities have moved from their original
cluster to other clusters due to fragmentation of data.
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IX. RELATED WORK

Cloud computing is a rapidly growing field receiving a
great amount of attention. Various proposals are given to
ensure greater assurance of data in the cloud. One of these
proposals involves the concept of multiple Cloud Providers
[6]. Another proposal involves multiple Cloud Providers
concept combined with the Redundant Array of Independent
Disks (RAID) technique to reduce the cost of switching
providers and to provide greater assurance of data [4]. The
latter strategy introduces RACS, a proxy that distributes
storage load over many providers [4]. The Cloud Data
Distributor is somewhat similar to RACS in the sense of
distributing data among multiple providers. However, RACS
focuses on reducing the cost of switching, whereas, our focus
is on ensuring the privacy of cloud data. Moreover, RACS is

tightly coupled to the S3 model, whereas our system model
is open to any cloud architecture.

Recently some works have been done involving data
mining on cloud [20][17][27]. Roy et al. [20] proposed a
MapReduce-based system to provide security and privacy
guarantees for distributed computations on sensitive data.
They focus on protecting data privacy during computations
[20]. Other proposals tend to use data mining to improve
cloud service [17][27].

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Ensuring security of cloud data is still a challenging
problem. Cloud service providers as well as other third
parties use different data mining techniques to acquire
valuable information from user data hosted on the cloud. In
this paper, we have discussed the impact of data mining on
cloud and have proposed a distributed structure to eliminate
mining based privacy threat on cloud data. Our approach
combining categorization, fragmentation and distribution,
prevents data mining by maintaining privacy levels, splitting
data into chunks and storing these chunks of data to
appropriate cloud providers.

Although the proposed system provides an effective way
to protect privacy from mining based attacks, it introduces
performance overhead when client needs to access all data
frequently, e.g. client needs to perform a global data analysis
on all data. The analysis may have to access data from
multiple locations, with a degraded performance. In future,
we look forward to improve our system by reducing such
overhead.
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